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Abstract
Objectives: To make a comparative study about different classification techniques of data mining. Methods: In this
paper some data mining techniques like Decision tree algorithm, Bayesian network model, Naive Bayes method,
Support Vector Machine and K-Nearest neighbour classifier were discussed. Findings: Each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages. Decision tree technique do not perform well if the data have smooth boundaries. The
Naive Bayesian classifier works with both continuous and discrete attributes and works well for real time problems.
This method is very fast and highly scalable. The drawback of this technique is when a data set which has strong dependency among the attribute is considered then this method gives poor performance. KNN can perform well in
many situations and it particularly suits well for multi-model classes as well as applications in which an object can
have many labels. The drawback of KNN is it involves lot of computation and when the size of training set taken is
large then the process will become slow. Support vector machine suites well when the data need to be classified into
two groups. Application: This paper is to provide a wide range of idea about different classification algorithms..
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1. Introduction
Data mining1,2 is the process of analysing the existing data
and extracting useful information out of it. Sometimes
data mining is used to predict the future based on the
existing data. It finds the relation between the existing
data and based on the relation it predicts the outcome of
the remaining data. There are several methodologies used
for these problems like classification, clustering, regression, rule generation etc. Classification is a type of data
mining algorithm used to predict class labels and classify the data to a particular class based on training data
sample and then is used to classify the new testing data
sets. This paper focuses on various techniques used for
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classification of data that are commonly used in the field
of data mining.

2. Decision Tree Algorithm
Decision tree3,4 algorithm adopts a super incumbent
model to create a tree structure from the given data set
where each node represents attributes test or conditions
and final leaf node represents the test results or classes.
The construction of decision tree is done by divide and
conquer strategy. The attribute used here should be of categorical and if it is of continuous values then it had to be
converted to discrete values before starting the process.
Initially all samples are on the single root node and then
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the remaining nodes are created based on the attribute
partitioning condition. This is a recursive process and the
stopping condition for this are:
1. If all the samples in each node belongs to same
class
2. If there are no more samples to be portioned
3. If there is no further division to be made in the
given sample
The algorithm for decision tree is given as:
Input for the method: Set of training samples S with
their class attributes, Attribute List, Splitting criteria and
Attribute selection method
Output of the method: A Decision tree
Decision tree method:

1. Construction of directed acyclic graph between
the dependent variables
2. Deriving conditional probability distribution
among the dependent variables
Directed acyclic graph consists of set of nodes that
represent the random variables and edges connecting
these nodes represent the probabilistic dependency
between the variables. The important thing is, the directed
graph contains of nodes Xi that are assumed to be independent of their parent node Pai, i.e. If A(Xi) indicates any
nodes constitute the non Xi offspring node set, ∏ i repre-

1. Initially create a new node N
2. If all the data samples are in same category C, then
return N and mark it as class C
3. If attribute list of node is empty, the return N and
label with class C whichever is major in that set of
samples in the node
4. Using attribute selection method find out the best
Splitting criteria
5. Use Splitting criteria to mark N
6. In attribute list remove the splitting attributes
7. Create new node N with the resultant set of attributes and continue the process.
8. Return N.

sented by variable Xi parent node set, π i (or Pai ) represent

In this method all the attributes should be classified
hence the continuous values have to be discretized before
starting the process. This method is easy to understand,
execute and validate. Validation of the algorithm can be
done using simple statistical tests. The major drawback of
the algorithm is that the algorithm does not works well if
the data have smooth boundaries or if the data have lot of
un correlated values.

						(1)
where, the set of variables ( ∏ i,..., ∏ n)corresponding

3. Bayesian Network
Bayesian network5,6 is a kind of probabilistic method of

2

rule generation. This method will derive a directed acyclic
graph that describes the dependency relationship among
the variables. The learning process is divided into two
parts:
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∏ i configuration , Pai indicating a specific configuration.
For every Xi will have a subset ∏ i ⊆ {Xi,...,Xi-1}, and makes
every Xi and A(Xi)={ Xi,...,Xi-1}/ ∏ i are a piece of independent in the given ∏ i promise. So, there will be
P(xi|xi,...,xi-1)=P(xi/ π i) for any of the X. Therefore,
n

P(x) = ∏ P(xi/parent of xi( π i))			
i =1

to the Bayesian network parent nodes (Pa1,...,Pan).
Conditional probability distribution among the
dependent variables mapped to a conditional probabilistic table. It use P(Xi/ π i) which describes the relationship
between any node to its parent node conditional probability. Because of the mutual relationship between the
nodes in conditional probability table, Bayesian network
can be expressed as joint probability distribution.
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4. Naive Bayesian Classification
The naive Bayesian classifier7,8 is a type of probabilistic classifier. This method uses Bayes’ theorem and also
assumes that each and every features in a class are highly
independent, that is the appearance of a feature in a particular category is not connected with to the presence of
any other feature. The naive Bayesian classification done
based on the prior probability and likelihood of a tuple
to a class.
The working of naive Bayesian classifier6,10 is given as
follows:
1. The training data samples are partitioned based on
class labels. Each data partition id denoted using
class labels Ci where i=1,2,...,m and each class
will have set of tuples represented as Xj where
j=1,2,...,n.
2. After training process, if an unknown tuple X
is given for classification then the classifier will
find the posterior probability of Ci for give tuple
X and assign X to class Ci if and only if posterior
probability of Ci given X is greater than posterior
probability of Cj given X where 1<=j>=m and j not
equal to i. The posterior probability of Ci for give
tuple X can be calculated as,
Posterior probability (Ci given X)=(Likelihood of
tuple X with class Ci * Class prior probability Ci)/ Prior
probability of tuple X.				
(2)
The Naive Bayesian classifier works with both continuous and discrete attributes and works well for real time
problems. This method is very fast and highly scalable.
The drawback of this technique is when a data set which
has strong dependency among the attribute is considered
then this method gives poor performance.

5. K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)
KNN9,10 is a classification method which very simple and
works practically. The training process is very simple. The
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training sample consists of set of tuples and class labels
associated with that. This algorithm works for arbitrary
number of classes. KNN uses distance function to map
the samples with classes.
Classification process of KNN will find the distance
between the given test instance X with that of existing
samples y1,y2,...,yk. The nearest neighbours are found
and based on the voting of neighbours, the majority
neighbourhood class is assigned to the test samples. The
distance between the samples can be found by Euclidean
method or Manhattan method or Minkowski method, if
the values are continuous. If the value used is categorical
the Hamming distance is used. The probability of assigning a sample X to that of a class C is based on the number
of neighbours considered, denoted as k.
k

Probability of X to a class C =

∑ dis tan ce(c, c( yi))
i =1

k

						(3)
This will improve the probability estimates of KNN
which in turn will improve the performance of classification. KNN can perform well in many situations and it
particularly suits well for multi-model classes as well as
applications in which an object can have many labels. The
drawback of KNN is it involves lot of computation and
when the size of training set taken is large then the process will become slow.

6. Support Vector Machine
Support vector machine11,12 is a classification model based
on supervised training method for binary classification.
Here the training samples belong to any one of two classes.
Based on the training data samples, Support Vector
Machine builds a prediction model that will classify the
new sample properly to any one of the two classes. Here
input to the system is the training samples x1,x2...xn with
the class labelled as y, and the samples are mapped in the
plane. Then a proper hyper plane is identified that optimize the classification result. The SVM uses mapping
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function called kernel function φ . There are four basic
kernel function given as,
Linear function:
K(xi,xj)=

φ (xiTranspose). φ (xj)				

						(4)
Polynomial function:
K(xi,xj)=( γ

.

φ (xiTranspose). φ (xj)+r)d, γ >0		

						(5)
Radial basis function (RBF):
K(xi,xj) = exp(- γ ||xi-xj||2),

γ >0			

						(6)
Sigmoid function:
K(xi,xj) = tanh( γ

.

φ (xiTranspose). φ (xj)+r)		

						(7)
where, γ ,r and d are kernel parameters. This prediction model is simple and very accurate. This is used to
model real time problems which are more complex and
have many attributes. The major drawback of this model
is it suits only for binary classification.

7. Results
The aim of classification algorithm is to generate a system
which classifies the data accurately based on the training
data set. In this paper some data mining techniques like
Decision tree, Bayesian network, Naive Bayes, Support
Vector Machine and K-Nearest neighbour classifier were
discussed. Decision tree method easy to understand, execute and validate. Validation of the algorithm can be done
using simple statistical tests. The major drawback of the

4
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algorithm is that the algorithm does not works well if the
data have smooth boundaries or if the data have lot of un
correlated values.
The Bayesian network performance is equal to that of
the decision tree algorithm. The Naive Bayesian classifier
works with both continuous and discrete attributes and
works well for real time problems. This method is very
fast and highly scalable. The drawback of this technique is
when a data set which has strong dependency among the
attribute is considered then this method gives poor performance. KNN can perform well in many situations and
it particularly suits well for multi-model classes as well
as applications in which an object can have many labels.
The drawback of KNN is it involves lot of computation
and when the size of training set taken is large then the
process will become slow. Support vector machine suites
well when the data need to be classified into two groups.
Thus, this paper gives a comparative study about different
classification techniques of data mining.
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